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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to apply an integrated algorithm for knowledge structure analysis. The
integrated algorithm includes Item Response Theory (IRT) and Fuzzy Structural Modeling (FSM). The
authors use the psychometric model IRT for calculation the ability of task-takers. Based on original response
data and item-concept matrix, the individualized fuzzy subordinate matrix is acquired. FSM is applied in the
fuzzy subordinate matrix so that individualized knowledge structures is depicted by the hierarchical graphs.
According to the empirical data analysis of mathematics test, it shows that the integrated algorithm is an
effective methodology for knowledge analysis and cognition diagnosis.
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1 Introduction
Knowledge representation is one purpose of
psychometric research field. It had been discussed
abundantly in recent years [13] [15]. Whether it’s
an expert system or a computer vision system, all
are currently experimenting with knowledge-base
approaches [1]. One way of knowledge
representation is to display knowledge structures
by visual system, such as hierarchical graphs [5]
[9]. Therefore, the knowledge structure analysis
is a complexity system methodology [8] [14] [18].
Among the complexity system analysis,
Interpretive Structural Modeling(ISM) developed
on the basis of graph theory is considered as an
effective way to construct structural models of
complex systems [2] [5]. However, the constraint
of binary relation among elements decreased the
application [3] [19]. The binary relation among
elements can not indicate the real situation in

system [7].
Fuzzy Structural Modeling (FSM) was

proposed by Tazaki and Amagasa [3]. FSM can
organize hierarchy for several complex problems.
FSM is based on fuzzy sets theory and it could
replace the binary relation among elements in
complex system with fuzzy relations. As for
overview on the related research FSM, FSM could
be applied to solve complex problems in systems of
varied fields [3] [19] . However, little is known
about its application on education measurement
and psychometrics [6] [17]. On the other hand,
knowledge structures vary with personal
knowledge storage and usage [11]. Therefore,
individualized knowledge structure analysis is an
important psychometric methodology [16].

In this study, the authors will apply the Item
Response Theory (IRT) for data analysis so that
individualized ability and item-concept attribute
matrix could constitute individualized fuzzy
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subordinate matrix. Therefore, the authors could
use FSM to analyze the hierarchical knowledge
structure of each task-taker.

The authors provide the empirical data
analysis of Equality Axiom Concept Test. The
authors implement FSM software and analyze the
results and IRT analysis [4]. Consequently, the
structural graph is made and the hierarchical
features are discussed for cognition diagnosis.

2 Theoretical Background
2.1 Generating Fuzzy Subordinate Matrix
For a test which measures several concepts, we can
get the information about item response probability
and correct probability on concepts given ability of
task-takers. Suppose M ( Mm ,,2,1  ) express
the number of items in a test which measures L
( Ll ,,2,1  ) concepts. Besides, there are
K task-takers ( Kk ,,2,1  ) who take this test.
The item-concept matrix is denoted by

LMmlaA  )( . 1mla means item m exactly
measures concept l ; otherwise 0mla means
item m could not measure concept l . Let

LlL

M

m
ml aaSA 
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1

)()( be a matrix and represent

the number concepts in which each item measures.
With response data matrix MNnmx  )(X and

under two-parameter logistic IRT model analysis,
the ability of task-taker k is k and his correct
response on item m is

)(1
1

)(
mkme

P km  
 (1)

Where m means item discrimination
parameter and m is the item difficulty
parameter [10]. Then the degree of master on
each concept for task-taker k could be denoted as
following matrix [4] [6]
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Let )( kii mac  and )(1 kjj mao  , with

the definition of fuzzy logic model of perception [2]
[12], then )( kijP  represents the probability for

concept i being precondition of concept j and
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We get the fuzzy subordination matrix
LLkijk PD  )]([)(  on all L concepts for

task-taker k . This matrix is the original data
matrix for FSM.

2.2 Algorithm of Fuzzy Structure Modeling
2.2.1 Basic Definition
Before the procedure of structural modeling
algorithm, some properties with respect to fuzzy
subsets and fuzzy relations are shown as
mathematical preliminaries [3].

The fuzzy complement of A , denoted by A ,
is characterized by the following relation

)1/()1( AAA
  (4)

Where a parameter  is a real number in
 1 .

A fuzzy binary relation and its complement in a
direct product space of S and S are respectively
characterized by Rf and

R
f as follows
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Where the relation of Rf and
R

f is given by
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The fuzzy semi-transitive law plays an
important role on the process of FSM. The
definition is as follows

Let pssfssfm kjRjiR
n
jik   )),(),((1

for )(),(,),( kjiSSssss kjji  . When

ikkiR mssf ),( for any ),( ki ss exists, the
relation is called fuzzy semi-transitive.

Let A be a fuzzy subordination matrix among
the elements of S where  nsssS ,,, 21  and

  njiaA ij ,,2,1,,  (7)

Where A is a square nn matrix and the
element ija of A is given by the fuzzy binary

relation Rf as follows
),( jiRij ssfa  njiaij ,,2,1,,10  (8)

ija displays the grade of which is is
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subordinate to js . We set one parameter p as a

threshold by which we can determine whether is
is subordinate to js or not. When the grade of

subordination is greater than p , is is
subordinate to js .

When the fuzzy semi-transitive law is satisfied
in a fuzzy subordination matrix, A is called a
fuzzy semi-reachability matrix.

2.2.2 Process of Structural Modeling
The procedure of structural modeling algorithm is
given by the following steps.

Step 1
Give a fuzzy subordination matrix  ijaA 

and let the fuzzy semi-reachability matrix 'A
satisfying the fuzzy semi-transitive law from A .

Step 2
Let  nsssS ,,, 21  is divided into level sets,

which consists of a top level set )(sLt , an
intermediate level set )(sLi , a bottom level set

)(sLb and an isolation level set )(sLis . The
definitions are defined as follows:
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We identify the level sets )(),( sLsL bt

and )(sLis on the basis of 'A . Further, determine
the subordination relation sets )( isB between

)(sLt and )(sLb ))(( sLs bi  and the block sets

 jQ . )( isB is a subset of )(sLt and

 )(),(,)( ' sLssLspassB tjbiijji  (13)

Let jQ be a block set of )(sLt which is a

single hierarchy.

Step 3
Eliminate all of the columns including elements

belonging to )(sLb and the rows and columns
including elements belonging to )(sLis . The fuzzy
subordination matrix consisting of remaining rows
and columns is reconstructed as 'A [3].

Step 4
From 'A obtained in Step 3, construct the

single hierarchy matrix )( jA corresponding to
each block set jQ .

Fig. 1. Flowchart for Graphic Construction

Step 5
Set up a fuzzy structure parameter  and

identify the graphic structure concerned with each
single hierarchy matrix )( jA according to the
flowchart in Fig. 1. [3]

3 Research Design
The Equality Axiom Concept Test contains 13

concepts and 465 sixth graders participating in the
test. The contents of each concept are depicted in
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Table 1.

Table 1. The Contents of Equality Axiom Concept
Concept Contents

1A
Recording the equation with symbolic
expressions which contain one unknown
number

2A
Recording the equation with symbolic
expression which contains two unknown
number

3A

Viewing the equation with symbolic
expressions in the form of number-
symbol as a representation of the result of
multiplying the symbol by the number

4A

Viewing the equation with symbolic
expression in the form of symbol /
number as a representation of the result of
dividing the symbol by the number

5A Understanding the transitivity of Equality

6A
Comprehending the equivalence of
equation when adding a number to both
side of the equal sign

7A
Comprehending the equivalence of
equation when subtracting a number from
both side of the equal sign

8A
Comprehending the equivalence of
equation when multiplying both side of
the equal sign by a number

9A
Comprehending the equivalence of
equation when dividing both side of the
equal sign by a number

10A
Using multiple-steps equation, reversal
algorithm, or other methods to solve the
equation with symbolic expressions

11A

Solving the equation with symbolic
expressions which the unknown symbol is
before the equal sigh by obeying the form
of Equal Axiom

12A Using Equality Axiom to solve problems
in live situations

13A

Solving the equation with symbolic
expressions which the unknown symbol is
after the equal sigh in the form of Equal
Axiom.

4 Results
It is unfeasible to display hierarchical graphs of all
task-takers. We will only take one task-taker for
discussion. One task-taker with ability 45.1 is

randomly sampled and we process the integrated
algorithm mentioned above. The fuzzy subordinate
matrix A of this task-taker is made as Table 2.

Table 2. Fuzzy Subordinate Matrix ( 45.1k )

Concepts
Concepts

1A 2A 3A 4A 5A 6A 7A

1A 0.00 0.50 0.35 0.70 0.11 0.49 0.63

2A 0.50 0.00 0.35 0.70 0.11 0.50 0.64

3A 0.65 0.65 0.00 0.81 0.19 0.65 0.76

4A 0.30 0.30 0.19 0.00 0.05 0.30 0.43

5A 0.89 0.89 0.81 0.95 0.00 0.88 0.93

6A 0.51 0.50 0.35 0.70 0.12 0.00 0.64

7A 0.37 0.36 0.24 0.57 0.07 0.36 0.00

8A 0.57 0.57 0.42 0.75 0.15 0.57 0.70

9A 0.44 0.43 0.29 0.64 0.09 0.43 0.57

10A 0.85 0.85 0.75 0.93 0.42 0.85 0.91

11A 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.96 0.99 1.00

12A 0.56 0.55 0.40 0.74 0.14 0.55 0.68

13A 0.26 0.25 0.16 0.44 0.04 0.25 0.37
Concepts

Concepts
8A 9A 10A 11A 12A 13A

1A 0.43 0.56 0.15 0.01 0.44 0.74

2A 0.43 0.57 0.15 0.01 0.45 0.75

3A 0.58 0.71 0.25 0.01 0.60 0.84

4A 0.25 0.36 0.07 0.00 0.26 0.56

5A 0.85 0.91 0.58 0.04 0.86 0.96

6A 0.43 0.57 0.15 0.01 0.45 0.75

7A 0.30 0.43 0.09 0.00 0.32 0.63

8A 0.00 0.63 0.19 0.01 0.52 0.80

9A 0.37 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.38 0.69

10A 0.81 0.88 0.00 0.03 0.82 0.94

11A 0.99 1.00 0.97 0.00 0.99 1.00

12A 0.48 0.62 0.18 0.01 0.00 0.78

13A 0.20 0.31 0.06 0.00 0.22 0.00

In Table 2, we get the fuzzy subordination
matrix 1313)]([)(  kijk PD  . The parameters

p=0.65 and 5.0 is chosen and fuzzy
subordination matrix is processed by FSM analysis.
FSM software is implemented by authors and this
software processes data matrix under the Windows
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XP personal computer system. The FSM graph is
depicted in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Graphic Structure for Task-taker with
Ability 45.1k ( 65.0p , 5.0 )

In Fig. 3, there are five hierarchies and each of
which consists of several concepts. The concepts
belong to each level, which is top level set )(ALt ,
intermediate level set )(ALi and the bottom level

set )(ALb respectively, are depicted in Table 3.

Moreover, the isolation level set )(ALis was .

Table 3. The Contents of Each Level
Levels Concepts

)(ALt 1374 ,, AAA

9812162 ,,,,, AAAAAA

3A)(ALi

510 , AA
)(ALb 11A

11A is considered as the basic concept of
Equality Axiom Concept, and should be introduced
at the beginning of teaching. On the other hand,

1374 ,, AAA are the most difficult concepts for
students to learn. Therefore, the individualized
concept structure help us easily understand the
knowledge structure of each task-taker.

5 Conclusions
The integrated algorithm of IRT and FSM could be
feasible methodology for purpose of cognition
diagnosis. The method will display individualized
concept structures. FSM had been used to analyze
structural hierarchies in the field science,
engineering and management [17]. This research

provided an educational application of FSM, and
illustrated structural and hierarchical graphic which
can be used to explain the individual knowledge
structure of each test-taker with certain ability. To
sum up, it shows the integrated algorithm will be
prospective in the field of cognition diagnosis.
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